
Henry needs to perform a titration in the chemistry lab. He took 2.36 minutes to �ll in solutions 

and �x the apparatus and 3.24 minutes to determine the concentration of the unknown solution. 

How much time in all did Henry take to complete the experiment?

Jimmy’s produce market received 94.67 pounds of potatoes on Saturday.  An additional load of

85.12 pounds of potatoes arrived on Sunday. How many pounds of potatoes in all did Jimmy’s

produce market receive over the weekend?

A discount sale is on at Bloomingdale’s. Carl decides to buy a pair of branded jeans, the original 

price of which is $69.50. If the mark down price on the pair of jeans to $49.99, how much money

does Carl save on his purchase at Bloomingdale’s?

Victoria deposits two checks that are worth $91.34 in all, into her checking account. If one check

is written for $42.67, how much is the other check worth?

Megan buys 11.65 pounds of salmon �llets from the supermarket and puts away 9.5 pounds in the

freezer. She uses the remaining �llets to make a family dinner. How many pounds of salmon �llets

did Megan cook that night?
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Henry needs to perform a titration in the chemistry lab. He took 2.36 minutes to �ll in solutions 

and �x the apparatus and 3.24 minutes to determine the concentration of the unknown solution. 

How much time in all did Henry take to complete the experiment?

Jimmy’s produce market received 94.67 pounds of potatoes on Saturday.  An additional load of

85.12 pounds of potatoes arrived on Sunday. How many pounds of potatoes in all did Jimmy’s

produce market receive over the weekend?

A discount sale is on at Bloomingdale’s. Carl decides to buy a pair of branded jeans, the original 

price of which is $69.50. If the mark down price on the pair of jeans to $49.99, how much money

does Carl save on his purchase at Bloomingdale’s?

Victoria deposits two checks that are worth $91.34 in all, into her checking account. If one check

is written for $42.67, how much is the other check worth?

Megan buys 11.65 pounds of salmon �llets from the supermarket and puts away 9.5 pounds in the

freezer. She uses the remaining �llets to make a family dinner. How many pounds of salmon �llets

did Megan cook that night?

5.6 minutes

179.79 pounds

$48.67

2.15 pounds

$19.51
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